
Welcome to…
84 Greenmeadows Drive



After all the craziness that we have been through in 2020…2021 brings soft neutral earth tones, soothing taupes and 
calming warm whites.  Nature inspired shades are also On trend, bringing the outdoors…in.  Striking olive green hues, 
camel & chocolate browns as well as looking to uplifting cheerful, bright vibrant and bold colors such as yellows, 

pinks and jewel tones.  The power of paint is often the under appreciated element in design and packs a powerful punch 
in transforming your home…but is very gentle on a budget.  Colors don’t have to go on the walls, but can be added in 

the way of throw pillows, blankets, art work or furniture.

• Paint out oak baseboards, door casing and doors with a crisp white to freshen and update the home

• Add a beautiful warm color to the walls to cozy up the space - making it warm and inviting

• Replace and update large light fixtures with a couple of “wow factor” pieces.  

• Remaining lighting can be easily transformed with retro-fit led pot lights

• Accessorize with throw pillows, a statement piece and beautiful window treatments

Easy - Affordable Steps

Kick into high gear
• Install new railing to open up the flow of the space…making your home feel instantly larger

• Replace baseboards with wide, white or neutral coloured boards for instant impact

• Replace existing builder grade doors with visually appealing shaker doors

• Update hardware - knobs, handles and door pulls





Hub of the Home

Function and design - DIY 
- Update cabinetry hardware

- Install low dramatic lighting

- Paint, paint, paint

- Window coverings

- Backsplash


Kick it up a notch 
- bang down a wall and open up your options

- reconfigure kitchen footprint

- Install an island for a seamless flow



Bedroom Envy
Easily transform your room into an oasis: 

- Install window treatments - wide and tall

- Pick a soothing color and don’t be shy to add some drama with a fun 

wall

- Mood lighting is a must

- Cozy up that bed with layers and accent pillows





Options are endless when making a home your own.  Paint is honesty the under rated 
super hero of any space.  A fresh coat goes a long way in transforming any space.  

Often, this packs a large punch, is relatively easy and budget friendly. 

84 Greenmeadows drive has a ton of potential for both the diy - budget savvy and 
the opportunity to splurge as the price just can’t be beat!  Spending a bit of money 
in the right areas will dramatically update this beautiful home. Good bones and some 

imagination are the ticket!   

-Janice & Stacy 
Roost Design Co.


